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SUMMARY
The ecology of the rare schelly (Coregonus lavaretus) in Haweswater was investigated
over the period from April 1990 to March 1994, with particular reference to the impact
of the water abstraction system.
The schelly population was found to be composed of only a few year classes, indicating
inconsistent recent recruitment. Quantitativeecho sounding indicated that even these fish
were present at onlylow densities,particularlywhen compared with a more robust schelly
population in the nearby Ullswater.
Direct observations of the present inshore areas failed to locate any schelly spawning
grounds and revealedthat much of the habitat in such areas was unsuitable in this context.
Inshore areas which did offerphysically-suitablespawning habitat are known to be subject
to periodic exposure to air. Examination of long-term lake level data confirmed that this
sometimeshappens duringthe schellyincubation period of January, February and March.
Furthermore, the frequency of such events may have increased in recent years.
Fluctuations in lake levels during the summer months were also found to have
undoubtedly increased in recent years, with an almost certain adverse effect on the
ecology of young schelly.
6 The numbers of entrapped schellyand other fishspecieswere found to have declined since
the early 1970s, suggesting that they have also declined in abundance in the lake itself.
7. The population biology of entrapped schelly, like that of those sampled from the lake
itself, were found to show a dominance by only a few year classes. This contrasts with
the age structure of schellyentrapped during the mid 1960s, which also exhibited better
growth rates.
S. Despite the above trends and present low abundance of schelly, comparisons of the
numbers entrapped with their densities in the lake observed by echo sounding indicated
that entrapment itself is not a significant source of mortality.
All of the evidence collected in this project indicates that the schelly population of
Haweswater is in state of marked decline. Furthermore, it appears that the present lake
level regime is the cause of this situation.
Further research and management options relevant to the conservation of this nationally
important schelly population are suggested, including the maintainance of entrapment
monitoringas an invaluablesource of data documenting trends in relative abundance and
biological parameters
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to the present investigation
The present investigationforms a logical successor to a general assessment of the environmental
and biologicalfeatures of Haweswater andtheir susceptibilityto change which was conducted for
North West Water Limited by the Institute of Freshwater Ecology in 1990 (Elliott et aL, 1990).
Among other thines, the above review noted that Haweswater contains one of the U.K.'s few
populations of schelly (Coregonus lavaretus), which is one of only four fish species to be
protected by the Wildlifeand CountrysideAct of 1981 where it is listed under the common name
of 'whitefish'. However, Elliott et al. (1990) also noted the accidental entrapment of schelly by
the water abstractionsystem,althoughthe maenitudeand impactof this entrapment on the schelly
population was unknown. Despite this potential threat and the sienificant conservation
importance of the Haweswater schelly, it has been the subject of only two primary scientific
publications,i.e. Swynnerton& Worthington(1940) and Bagenal (1970), althoueh a very limited
amount of preliminary information may be found in the unpublished thesis of Mubamba (1989)
which was concerned primarily with the related vendace (Coregonus albula). Of these three
articles,onlyBagenal (1970) provides a substantial source of information relevant to the present
study. However, further relevant information is to be found in the first part of a report by the
authors to the National Rivers Authority (Winfieldet al., 1993a) coverine an extensive study of
the status of all Coregonus populations in England and Wales over the years 1990 to 1993. By
agreement with the NRA, this work is referred to where appropriate within the present report,
even thoueh it is not yet truly within the public domain. A second part of the above report
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(Winfieldet al., 1994),which is a review of the scientificliterature on Coregonus species, is also
cited upon occasion although the same restrictions apply to its present availability.
The present investigation has been instigated and designed with the aim of contributing to the
conservation of the schelly in Haweswater. In order to appreciate the approach, strengths and
limitationsof this study, it is useful to be aware of somegeneralaspects of schelly ecology. Given
such information, the research priorities for Haweswater become more obvious.
1.2 General ecology of schelly
The scientificname of the schelly is Coregonus lavaretus (L.). Together with other members of
its eenus, known collectively as whitefishes, the schelly is of major importance in commercial
fisherieselsewherein Europe (Luczynski,1986). TheBritish Isles lay towards the southern limits
of the distribution of this eenus and offer only a few sites capable of meetine their requirements
for relatively cool and oxygen-rich water, although populations are found in England, Scotland
and Wales (Maitland & Lyle, 1991). Indeed, Bagenal (1970) concluded that water temperature
is a factor of major importance in determininethe distributionof the stenothermic, or cold-loving,
schelly in the relatively warm U.K.
Coregonus lavaretus is now regarded as a speciescomplex rather than a simple species, although
the precise differenceswhich existbetween the various U.K. and mainland European populations
remaina subjectof active research (Bodaly et al., 1991). This bioloeical diversity is reflected in
the numberof common namesused withinthe U.K. for Coregonus lavaretus. In Scotland, where
it is found in Lochs Lomond and Eck, it is known as the powan, while in Wales where it occurs
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in Llyn Tegid or Bala Lake it is called the gwyniad, and in England, where it is confined to the
Cumbrian lakes of Brotherswater (see Winfieldet aT, 1993b), Ullswater, Haweswater and Red
Tarn, it is of course known as the schelly,although this is sometimes written and pronounced as
skelly.
The schelly is a silver, streamlined fish, possessing a smallbut distinct adipose fin between the
dorsal fin and the tail (Fig. 1.1), features which separate it at a glance from the other lake fishes
of England, Scotland and Wales with the exception of the vendace. A typical maximum age for
the schellyis 12 or 13years, by whichtimeit mayhave attained a length of up to 35 cm (Bagenal,
1970). Although studies of the diet of schellyhave been very restricted, C. lavaretus elsewhere
begin life feeding on zooplankton such as Daphnia, but then progress to feeding on larger
invertebrates of the lake bottom (Jacobsen,1982).
Reproduction occurs during the winter months when many small (between 2 and 3 mm in
diameter) eggs are scattered in silt-free inshore areas, which then have a long incubation time
before hatching sometime in the following spring (Baeenal, 1970). As schen), eggs are not
deposited in the relative safety of redds, as they are in salmonids such as salmon (Salmo salar)
and trout (Salmo trutta)which have similarlylong incubationperiods, they face a very long period
during which they are susceptible to siltation (Resetnikov, 1988; Sterligova et aL, 1988),
predation by benthivorous fish such as ruffe (Gymnocephalus cernuus) (Pokrovskii, 1961) or
being exposed by falling lake levels (Salojarvi, 1982). Following hatching in spring, the littoral
zone is an important habitat for young Coregonus lavaretus through the summer (Naesje et aL,
1986). In contrast to coregonidssuch as the vendace, the littoral zone is also often an important
feedingground for adult Coregonuslavaretus, although their use of this habitat may be impaired
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by water level fluctuations associated with reservoir management (Heikinheimo-Schmid, 1985).
As in manyfishspecies, events duringthe firstyear of life are thought to be of critical importance
to the dynamics of the population as a whole (Salojarvi, 1982). However, research in this area
of schelly,and other lake fish, ecology remains hampered by the difficulty of sampling the young
stages (Winfield, 1991).
1.3 Haweswater as a schelly habitat
In the context of European coregonidpopulations, the original lake of Haweswater (see Fig. 1.2)
is likelyto have represented a near-ideal Coregonus lavaretus habitat. According to Elliot et aL
(1990), the only other membersof the fishcommunityof this relativelyhigh altitude (240 m above
sea level), large (present surface area 3.9 km2)and deep (present maximum depth 57 m) lake
(generaldata from Ramsbottom, 1976) are brown trout (Salmo trutta), eel (Anguilla anguilla),
Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), perch (Percafluviatilis), minnow (Phoxinus phoxinus) and
three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus). In contrast to many European populations,
the schellyin this lake are not threatened by eutrophication, although this situation could change
if in-lakefish-farmingis introduced(see Elliott et al., 1990). However, it is clear from the above
summarythat the present use of Haweswater as a reservoir may impact on the schelly population
through the following two distinct mechanisms.
Firstly,the numbersof schellyentrappedby the pumped water abstraction may have a significant
impact on the population as a whole, particularly as entrapment is associated with spawning fish
which suggests that the intake lays near a spawning ground (Bagenal, 1970).
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Secondly,the considerablewater level fluctuations of Haweswater may interfere with the use by
schelly of the littoral zone as a spawning ground, nursery area, or adult feeding location. This
second area of concern involves issues of fundamental schelly ecoloey, including possible
interactions with other fish species of the lake.
1.4 Objectives of the present investigation
The overall objective of the present investigation specified in the proposal produced by IFE in
March 1991 was to investigatethe ecologyof the schellyin Haweswater with particular reference
to the impact of the water abstraction system. The following specific objectives were also
identified.
To investigate the fish species and numbers, includingseasonal variations, entrapped by the
water abstraction system from 1972 to the present
To investigate the biology (size, aee, erowth, etc.) of schelly entrapped by the water
abstraction system over the study period.
3 To investigate the horizontal and vertical distribution of schelly with particular reference to
the water abstraction intake and water level fluctuations.
4 To investigate the location and nature of schellyspawning grounds.
5 To investieate the population biology (size, aee, growth, etc.) of the schelly over the study
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period
6 To investigate the position of the schelly in the fish community, with particular reference to
interactions with the charr.
For reasons which will become apparent, the emphasis of the study has shifted slightly since its
inception, but specific objective 1 is reported in Chapter 5, 2 in Chapter 6, 3 in Chapters 2 and
4, 4 in Chapter 3 and 6 in Chapters2 and 5. Specific objective 5 has only been achieved through
the examinationof entrapped schellyreported in Chapter 6, although the attempt to achieve this
objective and the reasons for its failure are discussed briefly in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2 POPULATION BIOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION OF SCHELLY
2.1 Introduction
The population biology of Coregonus lavaretus has been well studied elsewhere in Europe
because of the commercial importance of this species in capture fisheries, but comparisons with
the unfished schelly population of Haweswater must be performed with this fundamental
difference in mind. Assessment of the population biology of the latter is particularly important
because this aspect of the ecology of a fish population is arzuably the best indicator of its current
status.
Althouzh the population biology of Coregonus lavaretus is extremely variable (see review by
Winfield et al., 1994), there are several aspects common to all populations. As is the case with
most species of fish, growth rates are extremely plastic and dependent on environmental
conditions, particularly with respect to food resources, as is fecundity which is nevertheless
relatively hieh. Consequently, mean sizes of fish of equivalent ages not only vary between lakes
but also between years in the same lake. Typical growth patterns can therefore be defined only
in the vaguest of terms. Nevertheless, erowth rates are usually quite high and leneths well in
excess of 100 mm are commonly attained during the first year of life.
Trends in abundance, which are an extremely important aspect of the population ecoloQy of any
fish species, are only detectable with long-term data from either scientific sampling or
commercial fisheries. Of course, neither of these data sources exist for the Haweswater schelly,
although some information can be gleaned from the lone-term entrapment records kept by NWW
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and is covered in Chapter 5.
There is thus little background data on which to base a contemporary study of the population
ecoloey of schelly in Haweswater. Bagenal (1970) is the only published such study, although
even this was based exclusively on entrapped fish as a source of information. Thus, although
entrapment poses a potential threat to the schelly in Haweswater (see Elliott et at, 1990), it does
have a positive aspect in the generation of invaluable population data. Some information is also
available from the early 1990s in the report of the NRA project described in Chapter 1, although
work was hampered by the loeistical difficulties of sampline on Haweswater and the apparent
present scarcity of schelly (Winfield et at, 1993a). It was concluded from the latter work that
the schellypopulation in Haweswater had suffered from inconsistent recruitment in recent years
and thus gave some cause for concern.
The objective of this component of the project was to add to our present knowledge of the
population ecology of the schelly in Haweswater through both scientific netting, to provide
specimens for detailed examination of condition, growth, diet and other population parameters,
and throueh quantitative echo soundine to assess the current abundance and distribution of the
population, particularly with respect to the abstraction point on the east shore of the lake.
2.2 Methods
Gill netting
Previous attempts to sample schellyfrom Haweswater durine the summer months in a research
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programme commissioned by the National Rivers Authority (Winfield et at, 1993a) resulted in
the capture of very few fish. Consequently, an attempt was planned in the last summer of the
present project to collect further specimens for diet and other population analyses by repeating
the earlier gill netting for each of the summer months with an increased sampling effort.
On the eveningof 24 May 1993,three monofilament survey nets, three multifilament survey nets
and three 33 mm single mesh nets were set in water of depth 50 m just to the north of the echo-
soundingtransect described below. The nets,whichhad a total surfacearea of 511 m2,were lifted
on the morning of the following day and the catch returned to the laboratory for examination.
However, even with this amount of sampling effort, the catch was so low (see results) that an
adequate sample size could not be obtained and so the planned further sampling was aborted.
Nevertheless, the small number of schelly captured were still aged by examination of their
opercular bones.
Echo sounding
Fieldwork
Echo sounding was carried out using a Simrad EY 200P portable echo sounder with a 200 kHz
single beam transducer of beam angle 7 ° (Simrad Subsea AJS, Horten, Norway). Throughout
the surveys, aain and attenuation settings were maintained at 3 and -15 d.Brespectively, pulse
duration was set at 1.0 ms, and a 40 log R TVG employed. In addition to the real-time
production of an echogram through a colour printer, data were also recorded to analogue audio
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tape using a Nakamichi 550 Versatile Cassette System. The system was deployed from a 3.2 m
dinghypowered by a 2 horse power petrol outboardengineand moving at a speed of between 1.5
and 1.9 m s-', depending on wind conditions. The transducer was positioned approximately 0.5
m below the surface of the water.
The above system was first deployed on an extensive series of 15 transects around Haweswater
during daylieht on 19 May 1992 (Fig. 2.1, Table 2.1). For comparative purposes, a series of 8
similartransects was made during daylieht on Ullswater, which also contains schelly, on 27 May
and 1 June 1992 (Fig. 2.2). During these extensive surveys, the ratios of coverage (length of
surveys : square root of research area) were 7:1 for Haweswater, which is comparable to those
of other studies (Jurvelius, 1991), but only 2:1 for Ullswater. A series of transects repeated at
one location at intervals of c. 30 minutes over dusk was also made at Ullswater (see again Fig.
2.2) on 1 June 1992, an approach which Was subsequently repeated on Haweswater at
approximately monthly intervals (Table 2.1) between October 1992 and September 1993.
Between October 1992 and May 1993inclusive,two series of transects were made (hereafter the
standard and tower transects; the latter startine at the abstraction tower of the east shore, see
again Fie. 2.1), while from June 1993 to September 1993 only the standard transect was made.
In addition, in June 1993 the transectswere continuedthroughout the night and subsequent dawn
(Table 2.1).
Immediatelybefore or between the early transects of each surveying session, vertical profiles of
temperature (°C) and dissolved oxyeen (men were taken in deep water at a point along the
transect using a YSI Model 58 dissolved oxygen and temperature meter (Yellow Sprines
Instrument Co., Inc., USA). However, as dissolved oxygen levels were always far higher than
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requiredby schelly,these data are not considered further in this report (although the temperature
data were used in the development of a Haweswater-Windermere regression used in Chapter 5).
Data analysis
Data on the audio tapes were processed using version 4.02 of the hardware and software Hydro
AcousticData AcquisitionSystem or HADAS (Lindem Data Acquisition Systems, University of
Oslo, Norway). Using this system, analogue signals from the audio tape were digitised and
transferredto an 1BM-compatible PC where they were further processed to examine patterns of
spatialdistribution, abundance and target strength, the latter by the indirect statistical algorithm
of Craie & Forbes (1969). Prior to such data processing,the systemwas calibrated using a sphere
of tareet streneth -39.2 dB.
Followingexploratory data analysisand the advice of the producers of HADAS, default software
settines were used for all parameters with the exceptions of the following. In both lakes, the
bottom levelwas set at 4000 mV, the bottom recoenition to 15 samples, the bottom backstep to
0 m to allowthe recoenitionoffish echoes close to the bottom, and the single fish recognition to
14 samples.
For the present purposes, analysis was restricted to those sections of the transects where the
water depth exceeded5 m. In both Haweswater andUllswater,the water column of each transect
was dividedinto a top stratum of from 2 m below the transducer to 5 m, and then 5 m deep strata
down to the lake bottom. The scarcity of fish in Haweswater resulted in many estimates of
abundance and tareet streneth being made using smaller than ideal sample sizes of echoes.
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However, the problem of the estimationof target strength and hence size was largely reduced by
considering data only in three size categories of smallmedium and large as described in detail
below.
Estimates of target strengths produced by HADAS were converted to fish lengths using a
rearrangement of the relationship recommended for physoclistsby Foote (1987) of
TS = (20 log L) - 67.4
where TS is target strength in dB andL is fish length in cm. Targets were then pooled into three
length classes of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm) and large (greater than 25 cm) fish.
2.3 Results
Gill netting
The catch of fish inMay was very small and consisted of only two schelly, measuring 268 (male,
age 4 years) and 271 (female,age 3 years)mmin lengthandweighing 248 and 256 g respectively.
Although the gut contents of both fish were preserved for future examination, this has not been
carried out because the planned diet study was terminated.
Echo sounding
Example echogramsfrom the extensive surveys of Haweswater and 1J11swaterare shown in Fig
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2.3 and Fig. 2.4, respectively. In Haweswater (Fig. 2.3), fish were noticeably scarce in all parts
of the lake, but particularly so in the southerly 'new' lake areas. More fish traces were evident in
Ullswater (Fig. 2.4), both near the surface and at ereater depths around the 40 to 50 m stratum.
Giventhe lack of simultaneousnettingduringthis project, the likely identities of the different size
classes of fish (i.e. small, medium and large as defined in the methods section) are considered in
the discussion, although it is pertinent to note here that on the basis of the earlier netting of
Winfieldet al. (1993a) and the size distributions of entrapped fish reported in Chapter 6, almost
all of the large fish are likely to be schelly. Whatever species were recorded, it must be
rememberedthat traces on such echogramsare biasedtowards deeper individuals due to the effect
of the sonic beam widenine with depth and thus insonifyingmore water. This effect is removed
by the software analysis of HADAS, through which the following figures were produced.
Fie. 2.5 shows that durine the extensivesurveyof Haweswater,the densities of small (4 to 10 cm)
fishreached up to 10176 individualsha4, althoueh it is likely that in some areas of the lake these
estimateswere complicatedby false smallfishechoesarisinefrom the steep sides and possibly tree
debris from the flooding of this lake. With the exceptions of only three transects, the density of
medium (10 to 25 cm) fish remained below 60 individualsha' throughout the lake, while large
(greater than 25 cm) fish were only recorded in the areas occupied by the original lake, and then
again always at a density of below 60 individualsha''.
The above values may be compared with those of Fig. 2.6 which shows equivalent data for
Ullswater. Here, inspectionof the echoerams had shown that false echoes were relatively scarce
and so the peak densityof smallfishof 3401 individualsha"'is likelyto be real. Medium fish were
present at densities in excess of 100 individualsha"' on most transects, while laree fish peaked at
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88 individuals ha4, thus both medium and large fish were generally more abundant than in
Haweswater. Changesin fishdensityover dusk in Ullswater are shown in Fig. 2.7 and show little
or no increase for all three size classes.
The results of the more extensivedusk surveys made across the standard transect in Haweswater
are presented in Figs. 2.8 to 2.12, although given that only the large class can be reliably
identified as schelly (see discussion) only data for these fish are presented. In the autumn and
earlywinter (Fig. 2.8), there was little chanee in densities over dusk. Surveys in the late winter
(Fie. 2.9) were more restricted due to poor weather conditions, but again there was no marked
increase in density. The samepattern continued in the sprine and early summer (Fig. 2.10) to the
extent that inMay no laree fishwere recorded after sunset. Results of the echo sounding during
June, which was continued throueh the nieht, is reported in Fie. 2.11 and aeain shows no great
increasein densityduring the night for small, medium or large fish. Note that the apparent zreat
increase in the density of large fish at 02.00 hours was probably an artefact, as explained below.
Finally, in the later summer (Fig. 2.12), densities of large fish again showed no consistent trend
over dusk.
Across the tower transect, a similarpattern of consistency over dusk for large fish was found in
the autumn and early winter (Fig. 2.13). Trends in the late winter showed a consistent increase
over dusk, but the magnitude of the change was very small (Fig. 2.14). During the February
transects, it was noticeable from the echoerams (see example in Fie. 2.15) that the distribution
of large fish was not uniform but strongly concentrated at a depth of 20 to 30 m near the
abstraction tower of the east shore. There was no corresponding concentration at equivalent
depths on the west shore. In the spring(Fie. 2.16), there was no obvious chanee over dusk in the
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density of large fish across the tower transect.
Seasonalchanges in the densities of small, medium and large fish across the standard transect is
summarisedin Fig. 2.17. Giventhe absenceof anyconsistenttrend in fish density over dusk, both
figuresare constructedusing the peak densities observed each month with the exceptions of very
high outliervalues for large fishrecorded at 0.200 hours in June and 21.00 hours in July. Detailed
inspectionof the verticaldistributionsof fishin these two transects revealed that the high densities
were causedby sinelefish echoes in the uppermost depth stratum (2 to 5 m), the effects of which
were greatly exaggerated by the analysis of HADAS which compensated for the very narrow
beam width in this part of the water colum. Small fish reached their greatest densities of up to
16166individuals hi' during the early spring, although a second peak of 10130 individuals hi'
was recorded in September. Medium fish peaked in the summer at 540 individuals hi', while
laree fishshowed less variationwith an annualpeak of 122individualshil in November. Overall,
small,mediumand large fishwere typicallypresent at densities of several thousand, less than 200,
and less than 100 individuals ha.4,respectively. Note that the density of large fish during the
spawning season (see aeain Fig. 2.17) was not noticeablyhigher than at other times.
Correspondinginformationfor the less extensivetower transects is shown in Fig. 2.18. Densities
and seasonaltrends of small, medium and large fish were similar to those reported above for the
standardtransect. Again, no marked increasein densitywas observed at spawning time, although
the local concentration of fish near the abstraction tower itself was noted above.
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2.4 Discussion
By any standards, the attempts to sampleschellyfrom Haweswater in this and our previous study
(Winfield et al., 1993a) have been unsuccessful. Undoubtedly, this lake presents considerable
practical problems to fish fieldwork, raining from its considerable depth to its unpredictable and
often hazardous weather conditions,whichcontributedto the problems of this study. The results
of the echo sounding discussed below suggest that the present scarcity of schelly in Haweswater
was also a contributory factor.
The abandonment of the netting proeramme after the initial capture of just two schelly in May
1993 was made in order to allow more productive concentration on other parts of the project,
includinethe study of entrapped fishwhichprovided similarinformation as considered in Chapter
6. Little can be deduced on the basis of the capture ofjust two fish, other than to note that they
too came from the same age groups (3 and 4 years old) that dominated the entrapped fish, and
that they showed Rood individual condition and erowth.
As expected, the echo-soundingstudyproducedfar more information. Indeed, as with other areas
of remote sensing with which this technique may reasonably be classed, the problems were not
of insufficientdata, but of too much and of the need for 'ground truthing'. In the present context,
the latter problem means identifying which species are being recorded as echoes. Fortunately,
analysisof the size distributions of entrapped fish (see Chapter 6) indicates that almost all of the
large (greater than 25 cm) fish of the echo-sounding analysis of Haweswater are likely to be
schelly. Unfortunately, the situation is less clear with the two smaller size classes of echoes,
althoueh the small (4 to 10 cm) class is likelyto contain only underyearling schelly along with
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young charr, perch and perhaps trout The medium (10 to 25 cm) class potentially contains both
the majority of the charr together with immature schellybeyond their first year of life, although
again the entrapment data suggest that the latter group of fish is presently rare in Haweswater.
In IJIlswater, all of the large deepwater echoes are likely to be schelly given their dominance in
this part of the lake, althoughthe smallersizeclassesmay also contain numbers of perch (Winfield
et at, 1993a). Given this complexity, the following discussion concentrates on the large fish
which may reasonably be taken to be schellyin both lakes and which form the most important
component of the population in the context of its future survival, given that it holds all mature
individuals.
Coregonus lavaretus shows very variable distribution patterns and as adults may be found very
near to the bottom in inshore and offshore areas, or even in the upper parts of the open water
coltimn (see Winfield et at, 1994). However, not all lakes contain fish in all three habitats and
it is known that adults avoid foraging in littoral inshore zones damaged by marked lake level
fluctuations (Heikinheimo-Schmid, 1985) or in open water areas when charr are present,
presumably due to the effects of competition for zooplankton (Pomeroy, 1991). Both of these
factors, i.e. water level fluctuations and the presence of charr, occur in Haweswater and thus it
was not surprisingthat our earlier study (Winfieldet al., 1993a) found schelly only in deepwater
areas at all times of the year sampled with the exception of the spawning season. In contrast,
identicalsamplingtechniques found adult schelly inhabiting the inshore of Ullswater throughout
the year. Consequently, when comparine the results of echo sounding from these two lakes, it
must be remembered that while all of the scheLlypopulation of Haweswater was likely to have
been surveyed, in Ullswater a significant component was probably in very shallow (i.e.less than
4 m) inshore areas and thus missed.
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Echograms from extensive surveys of Haweswater and Ullswater were visibly different even
before quantitative analysis, with numbers of smallfish being present at great depth in the latter
but absent from the former. From their size and the time of year, these fish were probably
dominatedby schelly of approximately 1 year of age. Further analysis confirmed this difference
between the lakes and, furthermore, a significant number of the apparent small fish echoes
recorded from Haweswater were probably false echoes caused by the steep sides and debris of
certain areas of this lake. While.such complicationscan be avoided during the analysis of echo-
soundingdata for truly pelagic fish (e.g. Elliott & Baroudy, 1992) by excluding echoes near the
bottom and sides, this is obviously inappropriate when studying a potentially bottom-dwelline
species such as schelly. Both medium and laree fish were also relatively more abundant in
Ullswater, even though as noted above the technique is likely to have sampled only a part of the
schelly population. Given the relative infancy of quantitative echo soundine on Coregonus
lavaretus populations, it is impossible to put the observed absolute densities of schelly into a
broader context, although it may be noted that the observed adult densities for Haweswater were
the lowest recorded for any of the large-lakepopulations of England and Wales by Winfield et at
(1993a).
The stability over dusk of the schelly density estimates in both Ullswater and Haweswater, and
throueh the June nieht in the latter lake,was remarkablegiventhe considerable increases observed
in studies of other fish speciessuch as char (e.g. Elliott& Baroudy, 1992) and vendace (Jurvelius
et at, 1988). However, under some conditions it is to be expected that schelly will become less
amenableto echo soundingafter dusk as they migrate into shallow inshore areas which cannot be
adequatelysearchedby standardecho-soundine equipment. When this fact and logistical aspects
are considered, daytime echo-sounding transects seem most appropriate for the purposes of
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monitoring the schelly populations.
The use of peak monthly densities, taken from series of repeated transects run over dusk, to
construct a summaryof seasonalchangesin schellydensity in Haweswater is thus justified. Even
so, it is difficultto interpret changesin smallfishdensities because they are so strongly influenced
by the abundance of underyearlingschellywhich probably become detectable by the system used
towards the end of their first summer. However, it is safe to conclude that the numbers of such
fish were consistently low when compared with observations made by Winfield et aL (1993a).
The densities of medium and large fish, the latter undoubtedly dominated by mature schelly,
showedrelativelylittle seasonal variation. Most noticeable was the lack of any marked increase
in abundanceacross either the standardor abstractiontower transects during the spawning season
ofJanuary, February and March, even though the majority of entrapped schelly are taken during
this period (see Chapter 5). However, peak densities were observed in November for both
transects which may indicatea pre-spawningconcentration of fish in this general area of the lake,
although the evidence for this is far from convincing.
It is clear, however, that dense aggregations of mature schelly do occur in the immediate vicinity
of the abstraction point on the east shore of Haweswater during February, rather than across the
width of this part of the lake. It is equally noticeable that no similar aggregations form at similar
depths on the opposite shore. Whether this is pure coincidence or reflects some feature of the
lake bottom favoured by both schelly and abstraction point architects is unclear. The facts that
entrapped fish are not taken over a very short period (see Chapter 5) and are not strongly
dominated by males (see Chapter 6), both features which would be expected to arise from an
activelyspawningaggregation,do suggest that the abstractionpoint lies in an assembly area rather
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than on a spawning ground itself This admittedly tenuous conclusion is also supported by the
fact that at least some of the Haweswater schellymigrate into the very margins of Haweswater
to spawn, where they are well away from the abstraction point itself (Winfield et al., 1993a).
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CHAPTER 3 SPAWNING GROUNDS OF SCHELLY
3.1 Introduction
The findings of Chapter 2, and particularly those presented later in Chapter 6, suggest that the
schelly population of Haweswater has suffered from inconsistent recruitment in recent years,
resulting in a present scarce population dominated by only two or three year classes. This is in
marked contrast to the current status of the other two Coregonus lavaretus populations of large
lakes in Eneland and Wales (i.e. Ullswater and Llyn Teeid), which are both abundant and show
consistent recent recruitment (Winfield et aL, 1993a).
The reason for poor recruitment in Haweswater is thus likely to lie within the lake itself, rather
than be attributable to unfavourable climatic conditions which would be expected to have also
affected populations of the other lakes. Moreover, the reproduction of coreeonids is known to
be particularly susceptible to local chanees to their spawning grounds. Recruitment of
Coregonus lavaretus populations may be adversely affected by siltation associated with
eutrophication (e.g. Wilkonska & Zuromska, 1982; Sterlieova et al., 1988), by predation on
incubating eggs by recently-introduced populations of ruffe (Gymnocephalus cernuus) (see
Winfield, 1992), or by being exposed by falline lake levels (Salojarvi, 1982), all of which may
reduce egg survival. This factor has also been observed to be reduced in the related Coregonus
clupeaformis by sedimentation caused by changes in lake levels manipulated for hydro-electric
purposes (Fudge & Bodaly, 1984). In the absence of eutrophication (Elliott et aL, 1990) and
ruffe introduction (Wmfieldet aL, 1993a),onlychangesin lake levels may have adversely affected
eeg survival on the spawnine erounds of schelly in Haweswater.
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SuccessfulCoregonus lavaretus recruitmentrequires access to suitable spawning grounds, which
are typically clean gravel areas in relatively shallow (i.e.less than 10 m deep) areas of the lake
(Winfieldet al., 1994). Such areas undoubtedly exisited in the original Haweswater prior to the
construction of the dam, but no studies have been made of the new inshore areas in this context.
Consequently, the ambitious aims of this part of the project were to examine the apparent
suitabilityfor schellyreproduction of selected inshore areas and, by can-ying out the investigation
during the known schelly incubation period of early March, to locate one or more actual
spawning grounds.
3.2 Methods
Potential spawning grounds were searched by a combination of direct observation by SCUBA
divers equipped with an underwater still camera and by remote sensing using a video camera.
SCUBA diverswere used to searchand collectsedimentsamplesfrom three areas on the east and
south shores of Haweswater (Fie. 3.1) during three days in early March 1992 when schelly eggs
were in the early stages of incubation and thus at their most abundant. In addition, underwater
stillphotographs were taken of the substrateat each site. Given the low water temperatures, such
diving was restricted to approximately one hour on each day. Observations and samples could
not be taken near to the abstraction point due to diver safety considerations.
At the same time as the diving, observations were made using a Super-mini Underwater TV
Camera Model FM-1000 (Aquascan International Limited, Newport, U.K.) recording to a
National Panasonic NV-180 portable VHS video recorder.
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3.3 Results
Observationsby divers, still photography and video camera showed that several inshore areas of
Haweswater contain areas of clean gravels and stands of Isoetes lacustris and Callitriche sp.
during the period of schelly egg incubation. The inshore area relatively near to the abstraction
tower, however, contained only very limited areas of exposed gravel and was largely composed
of a bottom strewn with rocks and boulders (Fig. 3.2). More physically-suitable potential
spawning habitats were found in the two southerly arms of the lake (Fie. 3.3 and Fie. 3.4).
However, despite the investment of considerable sampline effort, no eggs were found either in
situ or in sediment samples examined in the laboratory
3.4 Discussion
The ambitiousaim of definitivelyidentifyingschellyspawninegrounds by locating incubating eges
was not achieved, even thoueh the site on the east shore of the lake was previously frequented
by spawningschelly(Winfieldet aT,1993a). Searchingfor small (2 to 3 mm diameter) coregonid
eggs in situ by divingor any other means is extremelydifficult, althoueh considerable effort was
deployed. The implicationis that eitherthe wrone areaswere searched, which was apparently not
the case giventhe earliernettingcaptures,or that eggs were present at very low densities or even
absent. Even thoueh eggs were not recovered, study of the literature suggests that the present
spawning grounds of schelly in Haweswater are likelyto occur within the 'new' inshore regions
of the lake. If the schelly have retained their orieinal spawning sites, their present great depth,
which is in excess of 30 m when the lake is fiill, is three times greater than the deepest of those
typically used elsewhere (see Winfield et al., 1994).
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While nothing is known of the inshore areas of the original lake, it is very apparent from the
observationsof the divers of the present study that the area investigated on the east shore offers
a poor spawning habitat for scheLlybecause areas dominated by large rocks or boulders are not
frequently used by this species. The spawning that does appear to occur here, as evidenced by
net captures of spawning adults, is likely to be restricted to the small available areas of gravel at
depths of less than 5 m. The degree of incubation success in such areas is unknown.
The two 'new' inshore areas of the southern lake surveyed by the divers offered more physically-
suitablespawninghabitats in the form of areas of cleangavel or macrophytes, both of which form
suitable incubation substrata for schelly. However, both areas also contained amounts of
terrestrial grasses which testify to their periodic exposure to air. The important issue of water
levelfluctuationswith respect to use by schellyof the inshore zone for reproduction is considered
in detail in Chapter 4.
In summary, the present survey by divers failed to find any ideal schelly spawnine areas in the
present Haweswater.
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CHAPTER 4 LONG-TERM RECORDS OF LAKE LEVELS AND ABSTRACTION
VOLUMES
4.1 Introduction
The results of Chapter 2, together with those of Chapter 6 presented later, indicate that schelly
recruitment inHaweswater has been poor throuehout muchof the early 1990s and at least the late
1980s. Furthermore, as explainedin the introductionto Chapter3, this is probably due to changes
specific to the lake itself which may include a deterioration in the habitats of incubating eggs,
early life staees, or even adults. The inshore areas of the lake are likely to be important to all
three of these life stages because elsewhere they consitute spawning erounds (see Winfield etat,
1994),nursery areas for young (see Naesje etat, 1986) and an important feeding area for adults
(Heikinheimo-Schmid, 1985).
Clearly, the inshore areas of Haweswater were changed fundamentally when the new lake was
formed in the 1940s,during whichthe lake surface was raised by almost 30 m. Nevertheless, the
schelly population apparently adapted to the new conditions extremely successfully because
during the 1960s it continued to show consistent, if variable, recruitment (Baeenal, 1970). If
there has indeedbeen a subsequent decline in schellyrecruitment, and also in their abundance as
suggestedby Chapter 5, its underlying reasons may be discovered in records of lake levels over
the period from the 1960s to the present. Consequently, the primary aim of this part of the
project was to analyselake level data relating to this period in the context of the requirements of
schelly eggs, young and adults. In addition, less extensive data on the amounts of water
abstracted from Haweswater were also examined, in part to compensate the entrapment data of
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Chapter 5 to allow for changing abstraction volumes.
4.2 Methods
Lake levels

Long-term records of the Haweswater daily lake level covering the periods from 1 January 1961
to 1 July 1984 and from 1 August 1989to 31 December 1992were obtained from NWW. These
data, suppliedas computer files,were the manipulatedinto a form in which they could be analysed
with respect to schelly ecoloey by TFEusine PC-based software.
Abstraction volumes
More restricted records of the daily flows of water abstracted from Haweswater, as measured at
Watcheate Water Treatment Works inlet meters, were obtained from NWW for three periods
durine the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Specifically, these were from 6 February 1973 to 30
December 1975, from 1 July 1983 to 31 May 1987, and from 1 August 1989 to 31 December
1992. As for lake level data, this information was manipulated into a form in which it could be
analysedby PC-based software at IFE. Whilethese data are brieflydescribed in the results section
of the present chapter, their primaryuse was to correct the entrapment data of Chapter 5 to allow
for variations in sampling 'effort', i.e. the volume of water effectively fished.
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4.3 Results
Lake levels

Gross trends in the daily lake level of Haweswater from the early 1960s to the early 1990s are
shown inFig. 4.1. Even though data are unavailablefor the latter half of the 1980s, it is clear that
the drawdown of this reservoir has becomemore markedsincethe mid 1960s. While the lake was
never less than 7 m below full during this earlier period, since the 1970s it has usually dropped
to more than 10 m below full, with values in excess of 15 m occurring upon occasion.
As noted in Chapter 1, such drawdowns may adversely affect schelly populations through
interferencewith the use of the littoralzone as a spawningground, or as a nursery area and adult
feedinglocation. Influences in the context of spawningwill occur during January, February and
March (Baeenal, 1970),while effectson nurseryandfeedingconsiderations are more likely during
the period of June to October (Naesje et al., 1986). Consequently, long-term changes in lake
levels durine these two periods have been investieated separately.
During January,February and March, drawdown was only limited in the 1960s (Fig. 4.2) and the
lake level fell to more than 3 m below full in only 1963 and 1964. This level was frequently
exceededdurine the 1970s (Fig. 4.3), with 1974 and 1976 beginning with the lake at least 10 m
below full. While this low level was maintained in 1976, the lake rose quickly during the early
period of the schellyspawning and incubation period in 1974. Lake levels were again uniformly
high durine the early 1980s, althoughtheywere considerablylower in 1984. Data are unavailable
for the remainderof this decade. The situationso far in the 1990s (Fig. 4.5) resembles that of the
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1970s.
Over the entire dataset, drawdown duringJune,July,August, September and October was usually
more extensive than that reported above for the early part of each year. Although during the
1960s (Fig. 4.6) the lake still rarely fell to more than 5 m below full, there was much greater
variation in the 1970s (Fig. 4.7) includingyears such as 1973 and 1976 when the level quickly
dropped to 10 m below full and eventuallydropped a further 5 m. The more limited datasets of
the 1980s (Fie. 4.8) and early 1990s (Fie. 4.9) show a continuation of the heavy drawdown
pattern of the 1970s.
The above long-term trends in lake levels are summarised in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. Fig. 4.10
shows changes in the mean, maximum, minimumand range of daily water level during January,
February and March. Regression analyses revealed no significant trends in any of these
parameters, althoueh the data sugeest an increase in range. Further analysis if and when data
from the latter half of the 1980sbecome availablewould be worthwhile. More marked trends are
clearly evident for equivalent parameters for June, July, August, September and October (Fig.
4.11), with significant downwards trends in mean (r = 0.602, p < 0.001), minimum (r = 0.727,
p < 0.001) and ranee (r = 0.726, p < 0.001) of lake levels.
Abstraction volumes
With the notable exceptions of certain late summer periods when abstraction was reduced, the
dailyvolume of water abstracted from Haweswater was remarkably uniform with the three time
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periods for which data are available in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s (Fig. 4.12). Between 1973
and 1975, the mean abstraction was approximately 300 MI day', increasing to the order of 325
MI day' between 1983 and 1987, and to almost 400 M1day' between 1989 and 1992. These
increases are also shown in Fig. (4.13) in terms of the total amount of water abstracted during
January, February and March, when most schellyare entrapped (see Chapter 5).
4.4 Discussion
As is to be expected, and indeed as is inevitable, the present operation of Haweswater as a
reservoirhas resulted in considerablefluctuationsin its water level. Moreover, it is clear from the
present analysis that the magnitude of these fluctuations has increased in recent decades. While
lake levels typically fell to 5 m below full in the 1960s, when the schelly population recruited
consistently(Bagenal, 1970),in the 1970s, 1980sand early 1990s, by which time recruitment had
become very inconsistent as shown in Chapters 2 and 6, falls in the lake level to 10 m below fiill
were frequent and drops to 15 m below full were recorded. It is pertinent to note that a 7 m
fluctuation in the water level of Lake Kemijarvi in Finland has been considered to be damaging
to a Coregonus lavaretus populationand as a result the lake is stocked with fingerlings each year
(Heikinheimo-Schmid & Huusko, 1990), at a considerable cost to the reservoir operators.
As noted in the introductionto this chapter, lake level fluctuations may impact on the survival of
incubatingeggs in the earlypart of the year, or on the feeding conditions of the young and adults
during the summer months. While larger adults may be able to forage alternatively on
macroinvertebrates of the deepwater sediments, younger and smaller Coregonus lavaretus are
excluded from such areas by the threat of predation (Hessen et al., 1986). Consequently, the
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inshore zone and its macroinvertebrate fauna are of paramount importance for underyearling
schelly.
With respect to the requirementsof incubatingschellyeggs, the trend in water fluctuations during
January, February and March over the last three decades is similar to that of the overall
fluctuations. In the 1960s, levels changed little during this critical period of the year and so egg
incubation was likely to have been very successful. However, several years during the 1970s,
suchas 1974 as an extreme case, involvedlevel changes in excess of 5 m which are likely to have
caused ege mortality by the obvious aeency of exposure, or even by the less obvious agency of
chaneine patterns of sedimentation due to an increasing lake level (see Fudge & Bodaly, 1984).
From an analytical viewpoint, it is frustratine that level data from the late 1980s are presently
unavailablebecause such informationcould be investigated with respect to the relative year-class
strengthsof schellyfrom this period onwardsderivedfi-omthe examination of entrapped fish (see
Chapter 6). Such additional information would also add to the assessment of the statistical
sienificanceof apparent chanees durine this part of the year. In the meantime, the avoidance of
abrupt chanees to the lake leveldurine the firstthree monthsof the year is stronaly recommended.
Drawdown during the summerhas been a feature of the management of Haweswater throuehout
the duration of the present dataset, but aeain it has become more marked in recent years with
respect to the mean, minimum and and ranee of lake levels at this time of year. Under such
conditions it is extremely unlikely that the inshore areas of the lake will develop significant
macroinvertebrate populations typically consumed by young or adult schelly, such as Asellus
which are important in the diets of such fish in Ullswater (Winfield et at , 1993a), Consequently,
it is not surprising that adult schelly do not frequent the Haweswater inshore zone outside the
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spawning season, but insteadoccur in the deep areaswhere they feed on chironomid larvae of the
bottom sediments (Winfield et at, op. cit.). As noted earlier, young schelly do not enjoy the
option of such a switch in foraging behaviour. For such fish, the more likely result of a
drawndown inshore zone is individualpoor growth and perhaps death, which for the population
results in poor recruitment.
In summary,there are strong indicationsthat the present lake level regime of Haweswater results
in unsuitable habitat conditions for the schelly. While improving this situation for the summer
period may be difficult given other operating requirements, a more sympathetic monument of
lake levels during the early part of the year is highly desirable and may be relatively easy to
achieve with little cost to other aspects of the lake's utilisation.
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CHAPTER 5 LONG-TERM RECORDS OF ENTRAPMENT OF SCHELLY AND
OTHER FISH SPECIES
5.1 Introduction
It was noted in the introduction to Chapter 2 that trends in fish population abundance are only
detectable with long-term data from either scientific sampling or commercial fisheries, but
neither of these data sourcesexist for the Haweswater schelly. However, in the absence of such
data it is often possibleto use less appropriate but available sources of information. Entrapment
data are one such source of invaluable long-term records which, if interpreted with additional
information and with caution, can be extremely useful and have indeed been used in the
investigation of conservation aspects of another Coregonus lavaretus population in the U.K.
(Maitland & East, 1989).
The aim of this part of the project was to analyse entrapment records for Haweswater kept by
1\11WWfrom the early 1970sto the present. Although such data are inevitably biased for a variety
of reasons, often including changes in observer identity and performance, they offer a unique
avenuefor the exploration of parts of the population ecology of schelly and other fish species in
Haweswater over the last two decades. Equallyimportantly,they also allow an assessment of the
likelydirect impact of entrapmenton the schellypopulation. The latter factor may be particularly
important for the schellyof Haweswaterbecause, in contrast to the usual situation with entrapped
populations, the study of Bagenal (1970) revealed that entrapment is clearly linked to spawning
activities, which greatly increases its potential to affect the population as a whole.
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5.2 Methods
Fish entrapped by the abstraction system at Haweswater are transported by aquaduct to the
Garnett Bridge filtrationplant at WatchgateWater Treatment Works near Kendal, where they are
retainedby meshes and removed. Near-dailyrecords of these fish have been kept by NWW since
1April 1972 to the present. The original notebooks containine this information were obtained,
photocopied, and their data tabulated and entered onto a PC-based computer database covering
the period from 1 April 1972to 31 March 1994 (althouah records continued to be maintained by
NWW at the time of writing).
The above data were subsequently analysed for all fish species to investigate long-term trends in
the numbers entrapped, including a correction for varying 'sampling effort' using the abstraction
1
data of Chapter 4, and to investigate the seasonal pattern of entrapment.
For schelly,an analysiswas also made of the daily pattern of entrapment durina the peak months
of January, -February and March. Althoueh neither NTWWnor 1FE hold any long-term water
temperature data for Haweswater, daily temperatures for the above period from 1973 to 1994
were reconstructed using a regression linkingHaweswater surface water temperature to that of
Windermere. The regression was made using interrnittant data collected at Haweswater during
the present study and the 1TElong-term Windermere 'back bay' records and took the form
H = 0.951W - 1.008
where H is the water temperature (° C) of Haweswater and W is that of Windermere (r2= 0.963).
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In addition, near-dailytemperature records for the period from 1989 to 1992 were obtained from
a fish farm operated by LakelandSmoltLimitedwhich draws water from Haweswater. Although
these are not considered further in the present report because of their as yet relatively short
duration, regressionwith the intermittantdata collectedfromthe lake surface showed a very close
relationship (Farm temperature = 1.002 [Haweswater temperature] ± 0.189, r2= 0.999) and so
they may be of use in future investigations of the ecology of schelly or the limnology of
Haweswater.
5.3 Results
During the years from 1973 to 1993 inclusive, i.e. all of the years for which complete data are
available,totals of 4242 schelly, 16616 charr, 711 eel, 465 perch, and 276 trout were entrapped
(Fig. 5.1). However, during this period the annual entrapment has declined for both schelly and
charr (see againFig. 5.1), the two most abundantspecies. While typically several hundred schelly
and over 1000 charr were entrapped during the 1970s, these figures have now decreased to less
than 100 and several hundred, respectively.
Patterns have also emergedwith respect to the seasonalityof entrapment over this period Schelly
and charr were both entrappedlargelyduringthe winter (Fie. 5.2), with over 80% of schelly being
taken during January, February and March. Monthly entrapment of eel and perch was less
variable although it tended to be higher in the autumn, while that of trout showed even less
variation (Fig. 5.3).
The followingresults concentrateon the peak entrapment period for schelly of January, February
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and March which, as suggested above and confirmedinFig. 5.4, typically accounted for over 80%
of annual schellyentrapment, together with approximately50% of annual charr entrapment. Like
the annual entrapment totals, the numbers of schelly and char taken durine this part of the year
have declined markedly since the early 1970s.
One possible reason why entrapmenthas fallen is that the amount of water abstracted, and hence
the 'sampling effort', has decreased over the observed period. However, as reported in Chapter
4 this is not the case and abstraction volumes have actually increased. Consequently, allowing
for this chanee in 'sampline effort' and expressing the entrapment data of schelly and charr in
terms of catch-per-unit-effort(CPUE) stillshows a marked decrease between the early 1970s and
the early 1990s (Fig. 5.5). The similarity of the schelly and charr declines in entrapment is
reflected in a significant positive relationship (Fie. 5.6) in the numbers of these two species
entrapped during January, February and March of each year (r = 0.825, p < 0.01).
Finally, it became apparent during the above analyses that there had been a shift in the daily
pattern of schelly entrapment within January, February and March of each year. This is shown
in Fie. 5.7 which also incorporates data from 1965, 1966 and 1967 published by Bagenal (1970).
In the l 960s and early 1970s, most schellywere entrapped during the first 30 days of the year,
but during the 1970s this shifted such that by the early 1980s most fish were taken from day 50
onwards. During the period of the present project, the distribution of daily entrapment has again
shiftedto return to the pattern of the 1960s. These charms are seen more clearly in terms of the
day of the year on which schellyentrapmentwas first recorded (Fie. 5.8), althoueh it is clear that
this parameter bears no significantrelationshipwith the reconstructed water temperature of these
days (see again Fig. 5.8, r = 0.258, p > 0.10).
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5.4 Discussion
The aims of this part of the project were twofold, i.e. to investigate trends in the entrapment of
schellyand other fishspeciesover approximatelythe last 20 years, and to determine the effect on
the schellypopulation of this source of mortality. The latter aspect will be discussed first.
In the early 1970s, several hundred schelly were entrapped each year, although the then
population size of the lake was unknown. In the early 1990s, this figure had dropped to
consistentlyless than 100 individualseachyearwhich,fromthe echo-soundine surveys of Chapter
2, represents the fish from only a few hectares. Even thoueh these are spawnine adults (see
Chapter 6), it is the authors' opinionthat this is not a significantdirect source of mortality for the
schelly of Haweswater. In addition to havine no sienificant negative effect on the schelly
population,it can be areued that entrapmenthas a postive aspect in the form of the eeneration of
invaluable population data as considered below and in Chapter 6.
Entrapmentobviously produces a biased sample of the Haweswater fish community and so is of
little use for the assessment of community composition other than indicating which species are
present in the lake, althoueh the absence of a species from the entrapped catch does not
necessarily mean that it is also absent from the lake. Assuming that changes in the personnel
makingthe entrapment observationshave had no significanteffect on the validity of the data, the
valueof the Haweswater entrapmentdata lies in its documentation of trends in species abundance
sincethe early 1970s. In this context, it is alarmingthat most of the entrapped species have been
taken in smallernumbers over the last decade, suggestingthat they are present in smaller numbers
in the lake itself. For the eel, which has not been entrapped since 1990, this may in part reflect
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reduced recruitment to the lake because it is difficultto accept that the construction of the dam
willhave had no adverse influence on the arrival of elvers. It is also pertinent to note that while
gillnets are exiremely inefficientat catching eels, this species does leave a distinctive slime mark
on such nets but such marks were never observed at Haweswater during the extensive netting of
Winfieldet at (1993a) carried out in the early 1990s. Numbersof perch and trout have fluctuated
rather than declined steadily,enjoyinea resurgence in the mid to late 1980s before falling to very
low levels during the present study. Consequently, little biological information is available for
these species (see Chapter 6). As shownfor schellyand charr, and which also holds for the other
fish species, the long-term trend in 'entrapment-per-unit-effort is also downwards which further
suggests that real declines are occurrine in the fish populations of Haweswater.
Part of the differences between the observed species-specificpatterns of entrapment originates
from differences in spatial distributions within the lake, which leads to a bias towards the
deepwater schelly and charr over the more inshore perch and eel when the present entrapment
data are compared with the deepwater survey data presented in Winfield et at (1993a).
Moreover, the observed monthly patterns of entrapment of eel and perch, which both increase
during the autumn, probably reflect the seaward and deepwater migrations, respectively, which
these species are known to undertake (e.g. see Winfield et at, 1993c). The trough of charr
entrapment observed durine the summermay reflect a movement of this species up into the open
water to foraze on zooplankton at this time of year, as sugeested by its diet composition reported
inWinfield et at (1993a), while the concentration of schelly entrapment into January, February
and March is clearly linked with a spawnine migration, as has already been discussed in Chapter
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The concentration of schelly entrapment into the first quarter of the year means that fiiture
monitoringof the entrapment of this species could be maintained at extremely low cost in terms
of effort, although if at all possible it is recommended that records continue to be kept and
specimens collected (see Chapter 6) all year round. The latter activity will gradually build a
unique database through which aspects of the interactions within the fish community could be
addressed. For the moment, it is relevant to note that there is a positive relationship between the
entrapmentsof schellyand charr within each year, which would not be expected if their numbers
were determined on a continuous and long-term basis by interspecific competition as has been
implied elsewhere (e.g. Pomeroy, 1991). In contrast, in Haweswater it appears that the
abundanceof schellyand charr is primarilyaffected by some unknown and independent aspect of
the environment.
Finally,some comment must be made on the undoubted but inexplicable Shiftin the daily pattern
of schellyentrapment sincethe mid 1960s when data were first collected by Bagenal (1970). As
with most long-term datasets, the addition of further data will be invaluable and for this reason
alone it would be worthwhile continuing data collection given its high ease and low cost. No
relationship could be found with water temeprature, nor with aspects of the lake level not
presented in this report. In the absence of long-term changes in day length, which clearly have
not occurred over the last approximately 30 years, it is possible that changes in the mean
individualsizes of spawning schellyhave been involved in the production of the observed shifts.
However, in the absence of long-termbiologicaldata, such as that presented for the recent short-
term in Chapter 6, this hypothesis cannot be investigated further.
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CHAPTER 6 BIOLOGY OF ENTRAPPED SCHELLY AND CHARR
6.1 Introduction
As recorded in Chapter 2, the present project was largely unsuccessful in the direct scientific
samplingof the schelly population of Haweswater. This problem, which was also shared by the
earlier fieldwork of Winfield et al. (1993a), was due in part to logistical difficulties of sampling
fish on Haweswater, but also to the present low abundance of schelly in this lake.
Consequently,it was decided in the earlystages of the present project to exploit entrapped schelly
as a source of population data, even thoueh such fishundoubtedly represent a biased sample of
the total population. Furthermore, the same biases, whatever they may be, will have also acted
on the fishexaminedby Bagenal (1970)whichwas based exclusively on schelly entrapped during
the mid 1960s. Thus, by carryine out some analyses desiened after those of Baeenal (1970), the
possibilityalso arose of makinga direct comparisonof the population biology of schelly entrapped
during the 1990s and 1960s.
The aim of the present part of the project was thus simplyto describe the population biology of
schellyentrapped during the period of the present study, i.e. 1991 to 1994, and then to compare
it with that of fishentrapped duringthe mid 1960s by reference to Bagenal (1970). More limited
information on entrapped charr is also presented, as is an analysis of the length frequency
distributionsof these two species designed to aid the interpretation of the echo-sounding data of
Chapter 2.
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6.2 Methods
With the co-operation of NWW, a domestic freezer was installed at the Garnett Bridge filtration
plant on 1 November 1991 in anticipation of an expected entrapment of schelly and other fish
species during the following months. Upon each near-daily inspection of the filters, all fish not
in a state of decay (which was rare elven the prevailinglow water temperatures) were placed in
a dated platic bag and frozen to await collection by WE staff. The start of the collection of
entrapped fishwas delayedto early 1992 by engineeringworks at Garnett Bridge which resulted
in the plant being taken off-linefor a considerable period in late 1991 and the early days of 1992,
but this was the only major disruption which occurred between the beginning of collection and
31 March 1994 when processing was stopped for the purposes of the present project (althoueh
collection was still maintained by NWW at the time of writing).
Entrapped fish were subsequently returned to the laboratory where they were identified,
measured,weighed, and, in the case of schelly and charr, sexed, and reproductive state assessed.
Opercularbones were also removed from all schellyfor subsequent ageing. In addition, and with
the investment of negligible further effort, otoliths and scales were removed from all charr to
allow future ageine althou2h this has not been possible within the present project.
6.3 Results
During the study period, 154 schellywere collected between 21 February 1992 and 4 February
1994, while 472 charr were taken between 1November 1991 and 28 March 1994. Two perch,
one trout and one stickleback were also collected but are not considered further here.
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The length frequency distributions of all entrapped schelly and charr are shown in Fig. 6.1 and
show relatively little overlap, with the mean length of schelly (274 mm, Standard Error 2 mm)
being significantly greater than that of than (193 mm, SE 2 mm) (t test assuming unequal
variances, t = 29.978, df = 437, p < 0.001). Nevertheless, the mean schelly length was itself
obviouslysmallerthan that of schellyentrappedduringthe 1960s and reported by Bagenal (1970)
as shown in Fig. 6.2. This figure also shows that schelly less than 100 mm in length were
entrapped during the 1960s, but in the 1990s the only fish as small as this were charr (see again
Fig. 6.1). Finally with respect to length frequency distributions. Fie. 6.3 shows the entrapped
schelly and charr of the present study assigned to size classes matching the small (4 to 10 cm),
medium (10 to 25 cm) and large (greater than 25 cm) fish categories of the echo-sounding
analysis of Chapter 2. If entrapped individualsconstitute a fair reflection of the individual size
distributions of the schelly and charr populations of Haweswater, medium fish are almost
exclusively charr while large fish are almost exclusivelyschelly.
The age distibutionsof schellyentrappedduring January, February and March of 1992, 1993 and
1994were very restricted and dominated by fish of ages 3, 4 and 5 (Fig. 6.4), which themselves
largely originated from 1989 and 1990. This contrasts markedly with a more equitable age
strcuture reported for schelly entrapped during the 1960s by Bagenal (1970) as is shown in Fig.
6.5. Growth has also changed over this period, with schellynow growing more slowly and to a
smallerultimatesize (Fie. 6.6, fitted von BertalanfFygrowth parameters L_, K and to of 339 mm,
0.245 and -2.921, respectively, for the present study compared with 410 nun, 0.740 and -0.375
reported for the 1960s).
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For all schelly pooled, weight (W) and length (L) were related such that
In W = -9.264 + 2.652 In L
where W is body weight (in g) and L is length (in mm) (r = 0.923, p < 0.001).
A total of 48 ripe female schellywas collected during the study period, with all but two of them
being entrapped durine the months ofJanuary, February and March.
6.4 Discussion
The implicationsof the &dines of this chapterfor the interpretation of the echo-sounding surveys
of Chapter 2, i.e. that adult schelly and charr could be reliablydistinguished on the basis of body
sizeand hence target strength,were discussedin that chapterand so will not be considered further
here.
Of more biological interest is the observation that the entrapped schelly of the 1990s were of a
smallermean leneth and lower size ranee than were those collected durine the 1960s by Bagenal
(1970). Furthermore, while schellyless than 100 mmin length were entrapped during the earlier
period, the length of the smallest individual taken during the present project was 225 mm.
Moreover, this is likelyto have reflected a real change in the schelly population rather than being
an artifact of changingentrapmentprocedures (e.g. meshsize at the filters) because charr as small
as 61 mm were entrapped during the present project. It is clear from a comparison of the aee
frequencydistributions of schelly entrapped durine these two periods that the smaller mean size
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of individualsin the 1990s arisesfrom the fact that they are also on average considerably younger.
Furthermore, the reason that the current schellypopulation is composed of younger individuals
appears to be poor recruitment in the late 1980s. As noted in Chapter 4, a high priority of fiiture
research shouldbe to obtain the presentlyunavailablelakelevel data for the mid to late 1980s and
examinethem to determine if they contain any distinctive features which may be responsible for
the failed year classes of that period. At present, the schelly population of Haweswater is
dominatedbyjust two year classeswhichcanbe observedpassingalone the entrapped population.
It is also notable that the numbers of 8 year old fish which formed a secondary peak in the age
frequency distributions of the 1992 sampling of Winfield et aL (1993a) and in the 1992
entrapment sample,were absent fromthe aee frequencydistributionof the entrapped fish of 1994.
There is no sien yet of the arrival of another eood year-class of schelly in Haweswater.
Finally,a comparison of erowth rates and individualconditions may be made between the 1960s
and the present, althoueh it must be borne in mind that the pooling of data in Baeenal (1970)
means that only relatively crude growth curves may be compared. Nevertheless, it is clear that
erowth in the 1990s is much poorer than that recorded for fish from the 1960s. In contrast, the
leneth-weightanalysisof the present studyshowsthat individualschellyof a eiven length are now
much heavier than they were in the 1960s. This good current condition of individuals was also
expressedin terms of a relatively high fecundity when compared with those of other Coregonus
lavaretus populations in Eneland and Wales (Winfieldet at, 1993a), but on first inspection it
appears to contradict the observation that schelly are now growing more slowly. One possible
explanation for this apparent conflict is that under current environmental conditions the schelly
of Haweswater are erowing very slowly as juveniles, which leads to either small post-juvenile
sizesor even death. Such smallleneths achievedas young fishwill tend to follow through the rest
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of each individual's life, even if feeding conditions improve as it becomes an adult and begins to
feed under differentenvironmentalconditions. Under suchcircumstances, the adult schelly would
show a good individual condition and high fecundity,but may still be relatively small for its age
and thus the population as a whole would exhibit a relatively shallow growth curve. Of course,
much of this explanation is speculative and it is put forward only as a sugeestion. One way in
which it could be fitrther examinedwould be by the extensive back-calculation of schelly lengths-
at-aees from measurements of otoliths already collected from entrapped fish. A similar analysis
of reconstructed charr zrowth would also be extremely worthwhile and would make a valuable
contribution to our understanding of the interactions between the major fish populations of
Haweswater and their environment.
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CHAPTER 7 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The findings of the various components of this project have already been discussed within their
specificchapters, with cross-referencingwhere appropriate. The aim of the present chapter is not
to rework this ground, but to emphasise some of its major findings and to indicate areas of
deserving or essential future action. Such activities include both management options and
researchin the context of the dual role of Haweswater as a habitat to a nationally-rare fish species
and as an important reservoir.
The conservationimportance of the Haweswater schellypopulation was stressed at the beginning
of this report. Furthermore, during the project's lifetimethis importance has increased given the
new threats posed to other Coregonus lavaretus populations in the U.K. by very recent species
introductions (see Winfield, 1992). Present legislation and practices relevant to Haweswater,
together with the absence of pike (Esox lucius) reduce the likelihood of such unwanted species
introductionsto this lake, althoughNWW is still encouraged to avoid any steps which may foster
live-baiting which brines with it an increased chance of species introductions. It is also notable
that Haweswater remains as one of only two U.K. water bodies to contain both Coregonus
lavaretus and charr, the other being Loch Eck in Scotland (Maitland & Lyle, 1991).
Nevertheless,the major finding of the present study is that the Haweswater schelly population is
in a very poor condition, displaying a very low abundance and an inconsistent recruitment over
recent years. A major source of evidence for this conclusion was the entrapment records and
catchesmade availableby NWW, a point whichwill be returned to below. This observation both
confirms and amplifies the conclusion drawn from a more extensive study of Coregonus
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populations in the U.K. (Winfield et al, 1993a). Indeed, the present scarcity of schelly in
Haweswater is such that the collection of specimens for laboratory examination proved to be
impossible, despite the deployment of samplingefforts far greater than those used successfiilly
elsewhere. As an inevitable consequence, this also precluded the examination of potential
interspecific interactions between the schelly and other members of the fish community,
particularly the charr. Indeed, one interpretation of the long-term entrapment data is that the
population trends of these two species are not determined by their biological interactions, but by
some common feature of the environment.
Given that entrapment itself is of insufficientmagnitude to constitute a significant source of
schellymortality,together with the observations that neither eutrophication (Elliott et aT, 1990)
nor species introductions (Winfieldet aT, 1993a) have occurred in Haweswater in recent years,
the known fluctuations in lake level are left as a potential agent of the observed schelly decline.
Furthermore, changes in the level regimes which have occurred over the last few decades are
likelyto have had significantadverseeffectson schellyrecruitment as considered at length earlier
in this report.
Several avenues of future management practices and research may be offered to address this
alarming situation. From the point of view of the conservation of the schelly population, the
optimummanagement of Haweswaterwould undoubtedly be to discontinue its use as a reservoir
and thus stop the unnatural fluctuations in water level. However, this is clearly not a realistic
option and is not put forward as a practical proposition. A decrease in the level fluctuations
during the later summer would be of help to the recruitment of young schelly, although again it
is appreciated that this would present considerable problems in the operation of the lake as a
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reservoir. However, more sympatheticmanagement of water levels during the crucial incubation
period ofJanuary, February andMarch is a more attainablepractice and is strongly recommended
as detailed earlier in this report.
Some comment must be made on the option of restockingHaweswater with scheLly,although this
is clearly a policy of last resort and will in any case be ultimately a fruitless exercise if the
environmentof the lake remainshostile to the survival of a schelly population. Captive breeding
of schellyis certainlypossible (see Wmfieldet al., 1993a),although it brings with it concerns over
unintended and unknown effects on the genetic integrity of the target population. This is
particularlyrelevant to issues of schelly conservation given the unique and pristine nature of the
U.K. populations when compared with their counterparts on the European mainland, where
stocking and transfers are commonplace. Moreover, the Haweswater population is itself
particularly important in this context because studies of D.N.A. variation now in progress have
indicatedthat it is the most diverse of any of the U.K. populations so far studied (S. E. Hartley,
Universityof Stirling,personal communication). In the context of population variability, it is also
worth noting that the two small lakes of Blea Water and Small Water which lie within the
Haweswater catchment have never been surveyed to determine if they hold schelly populations.
Whilesuch unrecorded presence may seem unlikely, confirmations of the existence of schelly in
Brotherswater and Red Tarn in the Ullswatercatchmenthave only been made in recent years (see
Winfield et al., 1993a).
Three major areas of fiiture research may also be identified, each of varying complexity and cost
in terms of required resources. Firstly, it would be extremely rewarding to complete the analysis
of changes in the lake levels of Haweswater when data from the late 1980s become available.
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When coupled with the present data from entrapped fish, this would allow study of the level
regime in years which are now known to have resulted in poor schelly recruitment. Secondly,
considerablymore biological insight into the present status of schelly and charr could be gained
by the detailedexaminationof opercular bones and otoliths already collected from entrapped fish
during the present project. With appropriate techniques, such examinations would allow the
reconstruction of the growth of adults and young of both species over the last decade. Thirdly,
and above all, it is stronely recommended that the monitoring and collection of entrapped fish is
continued. Although such data are not ideal, they form an invaluable documentation of the
populationbiology of schellyinHaweswater. The cost of suchdata collection and documentation
is negligible, even though actual analysis may require considerably more resources.
This investigation has shown that the conservation of the schelly in Haweswater eives
considerable cause for concern. However, in contrast to the situation with other European
populations,the cause is not yet lost and with appropriatefiiture action, one can remain optimistic
about the survival of this valuable population.
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1Transects Date Sunset Start Finish
Standard &
Extensive
19/5/92 20.48 14.00 17.12
Standard &
Tower
29/10/92 16.53 16.15 17.45
Standard &
Tower•
16/11/92 16.12 14.30 17.00
Standard &
Tower
8/12/92 15.53 14.30 17.00
Standard 27/1/93 15.57 15.15


Standard &
Tower
10/2/93 17.12 16.30 18.00
Standard &
Tower
26/3/93 18.26 17.00 19.30
Standard &
Tower
26/4/93 20.12 18.30 21.30
Standard &
Tower
24/5/93 20.56 21.30 23.00
Standard 22/6/93 91.21 21.00 05.30 (23/6/93)
Standard 28/7/93 20.50 20.30 23.00
Standard 25/8/93 19.56 20.15 21.15
Standard 27/9/93 18.52 18.30 20.30
Table 2.1. Dates of echo soundine with the approximate times of sunset and the start and finish
of transects. Note that on 27/1/93 only one transect was made due to daneerous weather
conditions.
Fie. 1.1 An adult schelly, , Core gonus lavaretus , measuring approximately 25 cm in length.
Redrawn with permission from Maitland (1972).
ce•o,
Fig. 1.2 Haweswater showing depth contours (in metres) and the approximate position of
the abstraction point (asterisk). The 29 m depth contour follows the outline of the original
lake prior to the construction of the dam at the northern end, which was completed in
1941. Redrawn with permission from Ramsbottom (1976).
Fie. 2.1 Transects used during the extensive (left) and intensive (right) echo sounding on
Haweswater. Transect numbers (left) or names (right) are given in bold italics. Depth
contours are given in metres while the approximate position of the abstraction point is
shown by an asterisk. Redrawn with permission from Ramsbottom (1976).
Fig. 2.2 Transects used durine the extensive echo soundine on Ullswater.
Transect numbers are eiven in bold italics and contours are eiven in metres. For
transect 5, surveys were also repeated at intervals over dusk. Redrawn with
permission from Ramsbottom (1976).
Fic. 2.3 Echoarams of three transects made on Haweswater durirm May 1992. The upper
echogram is from the 'new' southern part of the lake (Transect 4 of Fim 2.1), the middle
echouram is from the standard transect considered in depth elsewhere in this report
(Transect 8 of Hi/. 2.1), and the lower echogram is from a transect passinz over the
deepest part of the old' lake (Transect 11 of Fig. 2.1). Note that the analytical software
experienced difficulty in detectirm the bottom of the upper transect.
HAWE4 HAWESHATEP 104 14.47 19/05/92
HAWE8 HAUESWATER 109, 15.52 19/05/92
Fia. 2.4 Echogranis of three transects made on Ullswater durine May 1992. The upper
echociram is from Transect 1 of Fie. 2.2, the middle echoeram is from Transect 2. and the
lower echooram is from Transect 3.
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FiE. 2.5 The densities of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm) and laree (> 25 cm)
fish echoes across extensive transects around Haweswater during May 1992.
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Fig. 2.6 The densities of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm) and large (> 25 cm)
fish echoes across exiensive transects around Ullswater during May and June 1992.
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Fie. 2.7 Chances over dusk in the densities of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm)
and lame (> 25 cm) fish echoes across a transect in Ullswater during June 1992. Open and
closed bars identify transects made before and after sunset, respectively.
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Fie,. 2.8 Chanzes over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the
standard transect in Haweswater durine, October, November and December 1992. Open
and closed bars identify transects made before and after sunset. respectively.
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Fig. 2.9 Changes over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the
standard transect in Haweswater during January, February and March 1993. Open and
closed bars identify transects made before and after sunset, respectively. During January.
only one transect was possible due to dangerous weather conditions.
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Fie. 2.10 Changes over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) Fish echoes across the
standard transect in Haweswater durine April, May and June 1993. Open and closed bars
identify transects made before and after sunset. respectively. Durine June, transects were
repeated throueh the night. with open bars indicatine transects made before sunset and
after the following sunrise.
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Fie. 2.11 Chanees over dusk, nicht and dawn in the densities of small (4 to 10 cm),
medium (10 to 25 cm) and laree N 25 cm) fish echoes across the standard transect in
Haweswater durini: June 1993. Open bars indicate transects made before sunset or after
sunrise of the followimi day, while closed bars identify transects made between sunset and
sunrise.
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Fig. 2.12 Changes over dusk in the density of laree (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the
standard transeci in Haweswater durine July, August and September 1993. Open and
closed bars identify transects made before and after sunset, respectively.
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Fig. 2.13 Changes over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the tower
transect in Ha weswater during October, November and December 1992. Open and closed
bars identify transeets made before and after sunset, respectively.
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Fig. 2.14 Chanaes over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the tower
transect in 1-laweswater durine February and March 1993. Open and closed bars identify
transects made before and after sunset, respectively. No transect could be made durine
January due to daneerous weather conditions.
Fi 2. 2.15 Echozram from the tower transect across Haweswater beginning near the
abstraction point of the east shore (left side of echo2ram) at 17.45 hours on 10 February
1993.
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Fig. 2.16 Chanues over dusk in the density of large (> 25 cm) fish echoes across the tower
transect in Haweswater during April and May 1993. Open and closed bars identify
transects made before and after sunset, respectively.
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Fig. 2.17 Maximum monthly peak densities (excluding outlier values of large fish in June
ans July as explained in itxt) of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm) and large (> 25
cm) fish echoes across the standard transect in Haweswater between October 1992 and
September 1993. The inajor entrapment period is indicated by open bars.
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Fia. 2.18 Maximum monthly peak densities of small (4 to 10 cm), medium (10 to 25 cm)
and large (> 25 cm ) fish echues across the tower transect in Haweswater between October
1992 and May 1993. The major entrapment period is indicated by open bars.
Fie. 3.1 Locations of sites (1, 2 and 3) assessed by divers with still cameras in terms of
their suitability as schelly spawning erounds. Depth contours are eiven in metres while the
approximate position of the abstraction point is shown by an asterisk. Redrawn with
permission from Ramsbottom (1976).
Fig. 3.2 Underwater still photograph of the bottom of Haweswater at Site 1 of FM. 3.1.
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Fig 3.3 Uricierwatei still phoiocraph of the bottom of Flaweswater at Site 2 of Fit' 3.1.
Fig 3.4 Underwater still photo2raph of the bottom of Haweswater at Site 3 of Fie. 3.1.
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Fic,T.4.1 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) from 1961 to 1992. Note that data for mid 1984 io mid 1989 are
unavailable.
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Fig. 4.2 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for January. February and March (covering the first 90 days of the
year) from 1961 to 1969.
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Fim 4.3 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for January, February and March (coverina the first 90 days of the
year) from 1970 to 1979.
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FiE. 4.4 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for January, February and March (coverine the first 90 days of the
year) from 1980 to 1984. Data for the remainder of the 1980s are unavailable.
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Fig. 4.5 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for January. February and March (coverina the first 90 days of the
year) from 1990 to 1992. Data for 1993 and 1994 are unavailable.
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Fic. 4.6 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for June. July, August, September and October (coverirm days 150
to 300 of the year) from 1961 to 1969.
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Fla. 4.7 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for June. July, August, September and October (coverinE days 150
to 300 of the year) from 1970 to 1979.
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Fiz. 4.8 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for June, July. August. September and October (coverinz days 150
to 300 of the year) from 1980 to 1983. Data for the remainder of the 7980s are
unavailable.
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Fia. 4.9 Daily levels of Haweswater from NWW records expressed as metres Below Top
Water Level (BTWL) for June. July. August. September and October (coverina days 150
to 300 of the year) from 1990 to 1992. Data for 1993 and 1994 are unavailable.
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Fig, 4.10 Lone-term trends in daily levels of Haweswater durine January. February and
March from 1961 to 1992 expressed as means with maximum and minimum (upper fiiTure)
and ranee (lower fieure). None of the trends were found to be significant at the 5% level
by regression analysis.
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Fig, 4.11 Long-term trends in daily levels of Haweswater during June, July, Am-gist,
September and October from 1961 to 1992 expressed as means with maximum and
minimum (upper figure) and range (lower figure). Trends found to be sianificant at the 5%
level by regression analysis are shown as broken lines.
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Fie. 4.12 Daily flows of water abstracted from Haweswater, as measured at Watcheate
Water Treatment Works inlet meters, for three periods for which records are available from
NWW.
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Fi2. 4.13 Lono-term trend in the total volume of water abstracted from Haweswater
durino January, February and March between 1974 and 1991. Note that only intermittant
data are available from NWW.
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Ea. 5.1 Species composition of the overall Haweswater entrapment catch between 1973
and 1993 inclusive (upper). and the long-term trends in entrapment of schelly, charr, eel,
perch and trout over the same period (lower).
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Fig. 5.2 Monthly distributions of schelly and charr entrapment with data pooled from
1973 to 1993 inclusive.
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Fig_ 5.3 Monthly distributions of eel, perch and trout entrapment with data pooled from
1973 to 1993 inclusive.
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Fia. 5.4 Percentage of annual entrapment occurring durine the months January, February
and March between 1973 and 1993 inclusive (upper), and the lone-term trends in this
component of entrapment of schelly (closed symbols with continuous line) and charr (open
symbols with broken line) over the same period (lower).
Year
Fig. 5.5 Long-term trends in the catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) in terms of numbers
entrapped with respect to volume of water abstracted of schelly (closed symbols with
continuous line) and charr (open symbols with broken line) from Haweswater during
January, February and March between 1974 and 1991. Note that only intermittant
abstraction data are available from NWW.
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Fig. 5.6 Relationship between the total numbers of schelly and chaff entrapped during
January, February and March of each year between 1973 and 1994 inclusive. The
regression line is significant at the 1% level.
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FiQ. 5.8 Lone-term trend in the day of year of first schelly entrapment between 1973 and
1994 (upper), and its relationship with lake temperature over the same period (lower). The
temperature data are reconstructed from a reeression with Windermere temperatures, for
which the 1FE holds a lone-term data.
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Fie. 6.1 Leneth frequency distributions of all schelly (closed bars, N = 154) and char
(open bars, N = 472) collected by entrapment during the present study (November 1991 to
March 1994, inclusive).
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Fig. 6.2 Length frequency distributions of schelly entrapped during 1965-1967 (N = 188)
and during 1992-1994 (N = 154). Data from the earlier period and length classes are taken
from Bagenal (1970).
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Fia. 6.3 Leneth frequency distributions erouped into size classes corresponding with the
small, medium and laree fish groups of the echo-sounding analyses of Chapter 2, of all
schelly (closed bars, N = 154) and char (open bars, N = 472) collected by entrapment
durine the present study (November 199] to March 1994, inclusive).
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Fig. 6.4 Au frequency distributions of schelly entrapped during the main entrapment
periods (January, February and March) of 1992 (N = 24), 1993 (N = 57) and 1994 (N =
64).
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Fie. 6.5 Aee frequency distributions of schelly entrapped durine 1965-1967 (N = 188
from Baeenal, 1970) and during the main entrapment periods (January, February and
March) of 1992-1994 (N = 145).
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Fig. 6.6 von Bertalanffy growth curves for schelly entrapped during the main entrapment
periods (January, February and March) of 1992-1994 (closed symbols with continuous line)
and durine 1965-1967 (open symbols with broken line, data from Baczenal. 1970).
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